
Ready to unlock a world of opportunities while preserving cultural heritage? Explore NVIT’s trades programs at Nicola 
Valley Institute of Technology. With offerings like Carpentry, Culinary Arts, Electrical Foundation, and the highly sought-
after Welding Foundation, NVIT is leading the way for Indigenous individuals to excel in essential trades, securing 
prosperous futures.

Trades have often been viewed as male-dominated, but NVIT proudly stands as a champion of change. We are dedicated to 
promoting gender diversity in the trades, recognizing the immense value that women bring to these fields. Our programs 
warmly embrace individuals of all genders, fostering an inclusive and empowering learning environment to become 
stewards of ancestral practices. 

Indigenous communities have long recognized the value of trades, and NVIT is here to amplify that vision. For example, 
our Carpentry program goes beyond teaching skills; it shapes individuals into builders who create not only structures but 
also legacies. On the culinary front, the Culinary Arts program expertly blends ancient ingredients with contemporary 
gastronomy, preserving cultural flavors while preparing students for modern kitchens.

NVIT’s commitment extends further. Our programs not only provide training but open doors to promising careers in 
thriving industries. We are dedicated to honing skills that blend heritage with innovation, paving the way for a future 
where even women tradespeople excel and preserve their cultural identity while contributing to society.

Don’t miss the opportunity to embark on a dynamic journey with our Electrical Foundation Program, commencing on 
February 5th. This 24-week program is your gateway to a world of possibilities in the electrical trade. Secure your spot 
now and be part of a community that supports all its learners to succeed in the trades. Join NVIT’s trades programs and 
build a legacy of empowerment in the trades industry.
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